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Abstract—We are witnessing a rising concern over communication security and privacy. Conventional cryptography techniques encrypt data into unreadable codes, but still expose the existence of communications through metadata information (e.g., packet timing and size). In contrast, we propose a steganographic communication scheme adopting a novel combination of the intrinsic optical noise and a unique signal spreading technique to hide the existence of optical communications, i.e., optical steganography. We experimentally implement a prototype steganographic communication system, which requires zero cover-signal overhead to enable a stealth communication channel over the existing communication infrastructure. Both the frequency and time-domain characterizations of our prototype implementation verify the feasibility of our approach. We also demonstrate the first practical steganographic communication that provides reliable communication performances between real computers at the application layer (200–300 Mb/s file transfer rate and 25–30 Mb/s Internet data rate) over long-distance optic fibers (25–50 km). Additional bit-error-rate measurements illustrate negligible channel interference between the public and stealth communications (less than 1 dB power penalty). We further quantitatively demonstrate that the eavesdropper’s chance of matching system parameters to effectively recover the stealth signal is \(2^{-10}\) by random guessing, and that the eavesdropper’s ability of detecting the stealth signal hidden in the transmission channel is strictly limited close to a random guess. Our steganographic communication scheme provides an attractive foundation for mitigating eavesdropping at the link level; thus, paving the way for future privacy-enhancing technologies using the physical layer characteristics of communication links.

Index Terms—Communication security and privacy, optical fiber communications, optical steganography.

I. INTRODUCTION

OUR communications are dominated by optical networks, in which data is encoded onto light to transmit information. Unfortunately, information transmitted through optical networks can be readily collected by tapping into fiber-optic cables with off-the-shelf fiber hacking devices [1], [2]. Such vulnerability is shared among optical links (e.g., operated by Internet service providers) carrying the phone and Internet traffic [3], private networks (e.g., data centers) inter-connected by optical networking technologies [4], and the Internet backbone (e.g., undersea fiber-optic cables) that shuttle communications between continents and servers [5], [6].

As a result, optical networks rely heavily on cryptography to encode data with difficult-to-compute ciphers to prevent access by potential adversaries. Cryptography, while keeping data (computationally) confidential, does not hide the encoded messages themselves. Eavesdroppers know that a message is being delivered, and may eventually crack the encryption and uncover the message provided that enough storage and computing resources are available. Therefore, network surveillance activities are fueling urgent concerns over data privacy in communications, especially under the revelation of the Tempora program buffering data for three days and metadata for thirty days [7], and the Marina program storing vast amounts of metadata up to one year [8]. To make matters even worse, the metadata information that cannot be protected by cryptography (e.g., packet timing and size) may otherwise be used for malicious activities such as traffic analysis attacks [9]–[12], and website/device fingerprinting attacks [13]–[17].

The research community has investigated many information hiding technologies to mitigate signal interception and data eavesdropping, including the spread spectrum radio (for wireless communications) [18]–[20], anonymous communication systems (to hide user identities) [21]–[23], and digital watermarking techniques (for authentication purpose) [24]–[27]. As far as communication concealment is concerned, an important sub-discipline of information hiding is steganography where the secret information embedded within the publicly known cover-medium can be extracted by no one but the intended recipient [28]. Major breakthroughs have been made in digital steganography where secret data can be hidden within pixels, sound samples, as well as text messages [29]–[31], and network steganography where secret information can be placed in the header of a TCP/IP datagram [32]–[34]. However, these techniques are mainly...
limited by their low throughput and considerable cover-medium overhead [35].

In the context of optical communications, optical steganography was proposed as a form of analog steganography to enable steganographic communications over optical transmission channels that can be publicly accessed by eavesdroppers [36]. These initial schemes, using either conventional long-distance fiber spools [37]–[39], or chirped fiber Bragg gratings (CFBG) [40]–[42], spread the stealth signal in the time domain to reduce its power level below the noise floor. In order to cover the existence of the low power stealth signal in the frequency domain, additional high power public (cover) signal has to co-exist at the same channel bandwidth, which not only restricts their practical usage in real optical networks where bandwidth resources are limited, but also requires very delicate channel separation techniques to limit the mutual influence between channels. Moreover, the addition of the stealth channel may easily expose itself by changing the transmission channel power level since the stealth channel was created by a separate laser source.

Recently, another optical steganography scheme established a stealth communication channel using the widely existing amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise as the optical carrier [43]–[45]. While embedding data in the ASE noise enables the stealth signal to better emulate the noise behavior, this approach required phase modulation and Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) to prevent information leakage in the time domain (leveraging the optical path difference of MZI as an one-dimensional key). Unfortunately, their sensitivity to temperature and mechanical vibrations led to extremely unstable data transmission (as acknowledged by authors in [43]). Furthermore, the chance of exposing the stealth channel still persists since the stealth channel used a separate erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) as the ASE noise source.

In this paper, we extend our preliminary work [46] and summarize our contributions to optical steganography as follows:

- We propose an optical steganography paradigm, in which (a) data is carried by part of the innate noise of an optical communication channel, i.e., ASE noise, and (b) the data-carrying ASE noise is stretched temporally by a unique signal spreading function performed by CFBG (Section II). In contrast to prior works utilizing either signal spreading [36]–[42] or optical noise [43]–[45] alone, the novel combination of them allows us to not only transmit the data-carrying ASE noise in a noise-like form, but also minimize its difference against the part of ASE noise not carrying data to the point where they become virtually indistinguishable (see proof in subsequent sections). The fact that our scheme exploits the ubiquitous channel noise instead of a dedicated public signal enables the steganographic communication with zero cover-signal overhead.

- We experimentally implement a prototype steganographic communication system where a stealth channel for secret users can be established using the existing communication infrastructure for public users, and perform system characterizations in both the frequency and time domains to validate the feasibility of our approach (Section III). Our implementation (a) provides flexible channel selections by lifting the restriction that the public and stealth channels have to stay on the same bandwidth (as in [36]–[42]), (b) supports stable data-carrying ASE noise transmission by replacing environment-sensitive setup (adopted in [43]–[45]) with simpler direct detection scheme, (c) overcomes the security vulnerability of preceding cases where the stealth channel operation may easily affect the transmission channel power by introducing the public channel ASE noise into the stealth channel without having the stealth channel itself generate the optical carrier.

- We demonstrate the first practical steganographic communication between real computers that exercises the full network stack over long-distance (25–50 km) fiber-optic cables (Section IV). The data rate for the secret users at the application layer reaches 200–300 Mbps for local file transfer and 25–30 Mbps for Internet browsing. As opposed to prior works that delivered only pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS), we are the first to show a physical-layer approach that is fully compatible with upper-layer hierarchy and is ready for direct deployment to today’s communication networks. Moreover, the bit-error-rate (BER) measurements where the public and stealth channels impose less than 1 dB power penalty upon each other illustrates negligible mutual influence between channels (i.e., achieving independent channel operations).

- We quantitatively analyze the eavesdropper’s difficulties to recover the stealth signal by finding the system parameters used to generate the stealth signal, i.e., the ASE noise bandwidth used to carry the stealth data and the CFBG dispersion parameter used to spread the data-carrying ASE noise (Section V). Our conservative analysis considers a semi-infinite two-dimensional key space where the chance for the eavesdropper to effectively match both of these two system parameters (to obtain a recovered stealth signal whose signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is above 1) is $2^{-10}$ by random guessing.

- We quantitatively evaluate the steganographic communication security against an eavesdropper who aims to detect any stealth signal being transmitted by statistically analyzing the transmission channel signal (Section VI). We are the first to follow the formal information-theoretic treatment of steganography by analytically demonstrating our steganographic communication system to be $c$-secure (approaching perfect indistinguishability given a sufficiently large signal spreading or data rate). We further employ support vector machines (SVMs) to empirically demonstrate the eavesdropper’s ability to distinguish the stealth signal hidden in the transmission channel is close to a random guess.

II. STEGANOGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION APPROACH

Our steganographic communication system considers a pair of sender and recipient (e.g., real computers) connected by a fiber-optic link (i.e., a transmission channel). In conventional optical communications, the sender’s transmitter and the recipient’s receiver are mainly responsible for data modulation and
demodulation (see Appendix A for analytic discussions); our approach augments these functionalities to perform steganographic encoding and decoding on the stealth data.

A. Approach Overview

We propose spread optical noise, a novel combination of the intrinsic optical channel noise and a unique signal spreading technique, to enable the steganographic communication.

Fig. 1 shows the schematic illustration of the proposed steganographic communication system. On one hand, the public channel (Public Data In → Public Data Out) only performs simple data modulation and demodulation. On the other hand, a splitter is used at the transmitter to separate part of the public channel background ASE noise into the stealth channel (Stealth Data In → Stealth Data Out). The stealth signal is generated by modulating the stealth data onto this particular ASE noise, and temporally stretching the data-carrying ASE noise by CFBG based on its dispersion effect (see Appendix B for detailed descriptions). We put the stealth signal back to the transmission channel by a combiner. Upon receiving the transmission channel signal, another splitter can be used to filter out the same ASE noise for the stealth channel, and a compressor will recover the data-carrying ASE noise for the stealth demodulator. The successful reconstruction of the stealth signal at the receiver, therefore, depends on if the spread data-carrying ASE noise can be well separated from the ASE noise not carrying data and compressed in the exact opposite way it was spread before.

B. System Parameters

There are two critical system parameters (i.e., the key) associated with this spread optical noise approach:

- **ASE noise bandwidth** used to carry the stealth data: We adopt the ubiquitous ASE noise in the optical channel, but only use part of the ASE noise to carry the stealth data. The stealth channel ASE noise bandwidth can be any interval within the total ASE noise spectral band (selected by CFBG bandwidth in our scheme).
- **CFBG dispersion parameter** used to spread the data-carrying ASE noise: We adopt CFBG as the stretching element that determines how much signal spreading is applied to the data-carrying ASE noise, and its dispersion parameter can literally take any value ranging from zero to infinity.

III. System Implementation & Characterizations

A. System Implementation

Fig. 2 illustrates the experimental setup of the prototype steganographic communication system.

At the transmitter, the public user employs an intensity modulator (IM) to modulate public data onto the optical carrier generated by a laser diode (LD) (whose central wavelength is at 1550 nm). EDFA1 amplifies this public signal and generates its background ASE noise. CFBG1 (whose dispersion is 4.1 ns/nm and whose bandwidth is 0.9 nm wide centered at 1530 nm) reflects part of the public channel ASE noise to the stealth channel, while letting the rest of the ASE noise plus the public signal go through to the coupler. EDFA2 amplifies the ASE noise entering the stealth channel for intensity modulating stealth data onto it. CFBG2 has the same bandwidth, dispersion parameter, and orientation as CFBG1, thus performing signal spreading to the data-carrying ASE noise. EDFA3 tunes the stealth channel power to the coupler, which combines the stealth channel with the public channel in the transmission channel. EDFA4 in the transmission channel is used to enable signal transmission over long-distance optic-fibers.

At the receiver, CFBG3 shares the same bandwidth and dispersion parameter as CFBG1 and CFBG2, but is placed in the opposite orientation against the other two. Upon receiving the transmission channel signal, therefore, CFBG3 separates the stealth signal (output from the port3 of circulator3) from the public signal plus the pure ASE noise (going through CFBG3), and compensates the signal spreading for the data-carrying ASE noise simultaneously. The transmitter requires two CFBGs because we need an ASE noise bandwidth selection before stealth data modulation, while the signal spreading cannot be performed without a data-carrying ASE noise. EDFA5 amplifies the relatively weak data-carrying ASE noise, and a photo-detector (PD) is used to demodulate the public and stealth data, respectively.

B. System Characterizations

We then adopt both the frequency and time domain characterizations to verify our prototype implementation achieves the desired steganographic communication purpose.

Fig. 3 shows the spectrum analysis of the steganographic communication system. Fig. 3(i) shows the spectrum before channel separation, which corresponds to a public channel peak at 1550 nm with the pure ASE noise background. Fig. 3(ii) is the public channel spectrum after the ASE noise around 1530 nm being filtered out by CFBG1 as the stealth channel optical carrier. Fig. 3(iii) is the stealth channel spectrum, exhibiting a power surge around 1530 nm that matches its absence in Fig. 3(ii). Fig. 3(iii) has a weak ASE noise background because this spectrum is taken after EDFA3. Fig. 3(iv) is the transmission channel spectrum after coupling both the public and stealth channels, which looks as if the stealth channel does not exist. This is achieved by coordinating EDFA2 and EDFA3 to balance the optical power entering and leaving the stealth channel, so that the stealth channel will not be exposed in the frequency domain.
Fig. 2. Experimental setup of the steganographic communication system. Labels (i)-(iv), (I)-(VI) correspond to those in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Wavelength spectrum of (i) the public channel plus the pure ASE noise background before CFBG1, (ii) the public channel plus the ASE noise with the stealth channel taken out after CFBG1, (iii) the stealth channel plus the pure ASE noise added after EDFA3, (iv) the public channel plus the stealth channel and the pure ASE noise in the transmission channel after coupler.

Fig. 4 presents the eye diagram measurements of the steganographic communication system. Fig. 4(I) is the public signal at the transmitter, and Fig. 4(IV) is the stealth signal before being spread by CFBG2. The stealth signal after being spread by CFBG2, as shown in Fig. 4(V), only contributes to the noise of the transmission channel signal in Fig. 4(II). In that case, the transmission channel signal appears for the eavesdropper to contain only the public signal while in fact the stealth signal is embedded as part of its noise. Fig. 4(III) and 4(VI) suggest both the public and stealth signals are well-received at the receiver.

IV. COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE

A. System Configurations

We further test the communication performance of our steganographic communication system (physically shown in Fig. 5). We connect the IM-PD pair to two media converters (MCs), which interface the steganographic communication system with two computers through Ethernet cables. We place a desktop (2.8 GHz Intel Pentium 4 CPU) at the transmitter, and a laptop (2.9 GHz Intel Core i7-3520M CPU) at the receiver. The two computers can switch between two channels by connecting the MCs with the IM/PD pair in different channels. There is a back-to-back connection between these two MCs to complete the communication loop since our steganographic link is unidirectional for proof-of-concept purpose. Bidirectional steganographic communication can be achieved by replicating the same system implementation in the reverse direction. We share the Wireless Internet Connection on the laptop with the Local Area Connection it has with the steganographic communication system. In this case, the desktop has its only connection with the outside world through the steganographic communication link with the laptop.

B. Data Rate Measurements

Since the stealth channel ASE noise has a bandwidth of 115.3 GHz, Gbps data can be easily handled at the physical layer of our system (e.g., eye diagrams in Fig. 4 are measured with 3 Gbps PRBS). For the sake of actual deployment between real computers, we are more concerned with the data rate at the application layer (i.e., the upstream data rate from desktop to laptop). We first measure the data rate when locally transferring a large file (size of 3.09 GB) from the desktop to the laptop, and there exists an 1000 Mbps electrical I/O speed bottleneck at the network interface card (of both computers). We then measure the data rate when browsing the Internet at the desktop, and there exists an 100 Mbps electrical I/O speed bottleneck at the wireless network interface card (of the laptop). We summarize the communication performance of the public and stealth channels in Table I.

As for the public channel, it has 363.5 Mbps local transfer rate and 50.20 Mbps Internet upload rate, which sets a benchmark...

Fig. 4. Eye diagrams of (I) the public signal at the transmitter, (II) the transmission channel signal, (III) the public signal at the receiver, (IV) the stealth signal after signal spreading at the transmitter, (V) the stealth signal after signal spreading at the receiver, (VI) the stealth signal after dispersion compensation at the receiver.
for comparison with those values of the stealth channel. As for the stealth channel, we consider two practical cases here:

- **Steganographic communication over 25 km without a transmission channel EDFA**: This case aims to demonstrate the delivery sustainability of the stealth signal over long distances. The data rate is 257.5 Mbps for local file transfer and 24.83 Mbps for Internet upload. The performance degradation is due to the fact that we are using the ASE noise as the optical carrier, which highly affects the stealth signal SNR.

- **Steganographic communication over 50 km with a transmission channel EDFA**: This case aims to investigate how a relaying amplifier may extend the transmission distance and affect the communication performance. The data rate slightly decreases to 237.7 Mbps for local file transfer and 24.17 Mbps for Internet upload, which can be attributed to the additional pure ASE noise generated in the same ASE noise bandwidth that carries the stealth data.

We thus confirm that our prototype steganographic communication system can deliver reliable communication performance for both public and stealth users over most Local Area Networks (<10 km) and Metropolitan Area Networks (<50 km). It is worth mentioning the trade-off between performance and security: while the stealth channel has a comparatively worse communication performance than the public channel, it provides the stealth signal with additional protection against eavesdropping. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first demonstration of an optical steganographic communication link that practically works between two real computers over long-distance optic-fibers.

### C. Bit-Error-Rate Measurements

Meanwhile, we are also concerned with the BER (the number of error bits received over the total number of bits received at the laptop) of the public and stealth channels, which is shown in Fig. 6. Both channels can be operated within the Forward Error Correction (FEC) limit. The public channel reaches a BER of $10^{-9}$ with $-5 \text{ dBm}$ received signal power while the stealth channel reaches a BER of $10^{-6}$ with 0 dBm received signal power. Given the same BER, the stealth channel has an 8 dB power penalty when compared to the public channel. This is simply because the stealth channel has a lower SNR, and requires higher power to reach the same BER (this is another manifestation of the trade-off between performance and security as mentioned before).

The other important aspect of this BER measurements is the mutual influence between the public and stealth channels. Turning on the stealth channel places a 0.8 dB power penalty upon the public channel, while turning on the public channel imposes a 0.5 dB power penalty upon the stealth channel. The slight BER degradation of individual channel results mainly from the variations in the transmission channel signal power distribution, which in turn affect the gain distribution of the transmission channel EDFA (i.e., EDFA4). In essence, less than 1 dB power penalties evidence that the public and stealth channels do not interfere with each other, owing to our steganographic design
where the bandwidths of public and stealth channels do not need to overlap.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Conventional steganography model respects the prudent “Kerckhoffs’s principle” (in cryptography) that the security of a system relies sorely on the secrecy of its key [47]. Therefore, the system parameters used in our implementation, which form a semi-infinite two-dimensional key space, can be assumed to be secure against eavesdroppers. Nevertheless, we recognize in our particular scenario that the eavesdropper is capable of acquiring necessary (analog) signal processing equipment, e.g., a tunable bandwidth selector for locating the ASE noise bandwidth, and a tunable dispersion compensator for compressing the stealth signal.

We hereby discuss how difficult it is for an eavesdropper to recover the stealth signal by matching his/her own ASE noise bandwidth \( \Delta \nu \) and dispersion parameter \( D \) with the correct ASE noise bandwidth \( \Delta \nu \text{CFBG} \) and dispersion parameter \( D \text{CFBG} \) that carries the stealth data and the correct CFBG dispersion parameter \( D \text{CFBG} \) used to spread the data-carrying ASE noise. We quantify the eavesdropper’s stealth signal recovery effectiveness using the ratio of the recovered stealth signal SNR\(_{\text{recovered}}\) achieved by the eavesdropper against the target stealth signal SNR\(_{\text{target}}\) achieved by the legitimate receiver. We only present our results here, but provide detailed derivations in Appendix C.

A. ASE Noise Bandwidth Matching

We first focus on the eavesdropper’s efforts in matching the ASE noise bandwidth. The eavesdropper faces the challenge of selecting a \( \Delta \nu \text{eav} \) that (a) is as wide as \( \Delta \nu \text{CFBG} \), (b) overlaps as much as \( \Delta \nu \text{CFBG} \). However, if \( \Delta \nu \text{eav} \) is too narrow, \( \Delta \nu \text{Overlap} \) does not contribute much to the recovered signal power; conversely, if \( \Delta \nu \text{eav} \) is too wide, it will contribute significantly to the recovered noise power even though there is a higher chance of bandwidth overlapping. Fig. 7(a) plots SNR\(_{\text{recovered}}/\text{SNR}_{\text{target}}\) versus the spectral range \( \Delta \nu \text{eav} \) and its position \( \lambda \text{eav} \), with a target \( \Delta \nu \text{CFBG} = 0.9 \) nm located at \( \lambda \text{CFBG} = 1530 \) nm. \( \Delta \nu \text{Overlap} \) is non-zero only when \( \Delta \nu \text{eav} \) overlaps with the target spectral range of [1529.55, 1530.45] nm. We compute the area in Fig. 7(a) where SNR\(_{\text{recovered}}/\text{SNR}_{\text{target}} > 0.1\), which accounts for only 0.48% of the total bandwidth search space. In this plot SNR\(_{\text{target}} = 10\), resulting in over 99.5% chance that the adversary is not able to have an SNR above 1. Notice that this result is conservative since we assume the CFBG dispersion parameter to be fully matched.

B. CFBG Dispersion Parameter Matching

We next investigate the role dispersion effect plays in the stealth signal recovery. For the sake of simplicity, we assume \( \lambda \text{eav} = \lambda \text{CFBG} = 1530 \) nm and \( \Delta \lambda \text{eav} = \Delta \lambda \text{Overlap} \), which is a strong assumption that allows the eavesdropper to guess the CFBG dispersion parameter within the 0.48% peak region of Fig. 7(a). Fig. 7(b) plots SNR\(_{\text{recovered}}/\text{SNR}_{\text{target}}\) versus the eavesdropper’s selection of \( \Delta \lambda \text{eav} \) and \( D \text{eav} \). In this plot, \( \Delta \lambda \text{CFBG} = 0.9 \) nm while \( D \text{CFBG} = 4.1 \) ns/nm. We consider \( \Delta \lambda = 0 \) when assuming \( \text{SNR}_{\text{recovered}}/\text{SNR}_{\text{target}} > 0.1\), which accounts for 21.71% of the total key space considered here. We have to emphasize that this result is conservative by setting finite bounds on the dispersion parameters to be considered, and assuming the eavesdropper has successfully located the target ASE noise bandwidth position.

C. Summarizing Remarks

The total success rate for the eavesdropper to effectively match both the ASE noise bandwidth and CFBG dispersion parameter is about \( 2^{-10} \). Given the fact that data is generally transmitted at a high rate over an optical channel, the eavesdropper has to recover the stealth signal right at the moment it is received. Therefore, in real-time, the eavesdropper literally has only one chance to match the system parameters used for generating the stealth signal. Without any prior knowledge, the eavesdropper has to randomly guess the system parameters. A searching algorithm for the system parameters takes time to run (especially using physical hardware), and can be easily counter-measured by employing standard cryptographic pseudo-random number generators (on both sides) and a pre-shared key/seed to update the system parameters for every single bit being transmitted.

VI. SECURITY AGAINST STEALTH SIGNAL DETECTION

In this section, we evaluate our steganographic communication system security against an eavesdropper who performs a statistical analysis of the signal observed from the transmission channel, aiming to identify any stealth signal hidden beneath. Such a threat model is generally considered by the steganography community, and can be more powerful than brute-forcing the system parameters as it requires only a copy of the transmission channel signal to compromise the steganographic communication even without recovering the stealth signal. We first model the stealth signal detection in the framework of a hypothesis testing problem, then present quantitative result that bounds the eavesdropper’s ability to distinguish the stealth signal from the transmission channel, and finally corroborate our analysis via experimental validation that applies a machine learning classifier to the statistical features of the eavesdropped transmission channel signal.
A. Hypothesis Testing Problem

Hypothesis testing is a statistical test that is used to determine which one of the two potential hypotheses \( H_0 \) or \( H_1 \) is the true explanation for an observation \( q \) [48]. Suppose there are two plausible probability distributions, \( p_{q|0} \) and \( p_{q|1} \), defined over the space \( Q \) of possible observations. If \( H_0 \) is true, then \( q \) is generated according to \( p_{q|0} \); if \( H_1 \) is true, then \( q \) is generated according to \( p_{q|1} \).

In this work, we frame the eavesdropper’s adversarial goal of distinguishing the stealth signal from the transmission channel as a hypothesis testing problem. Recall our steganographic communication system where CFBG1 may select a small ASE noise bandwidth to be modulated with the stealth data while most of the ASE noise outside of the CFBG bandwidth remains as the pure ASE noise in the transmission channel. The sender then operates in one of two modes:

- In the first mode, the sender is inactive and has no stealth data modulated onto the selected ASE noise bandwidth. However, this particular pure ASE noise will still be spread by CFBG2 and become the spread pure ASE noise.
- In the second mode, the sender is active and does have stealth data modulated onto the selected ASE noise bandwidth. Such a data-carrying ASE noise will be spread by CFBG2 and become the spread data-carrying ASE noise.

The hypothesis testing problem faced by the eavesdropper, therefore, is to determine which one of the following two hypotheses is correct:

- Hypothesis \( H_0 \): It is the spread pure ASE noise that is embedded within the pure ASE noise in the transmission channel.
- Hypothesis \( H_1 \): It is the spread data-carrying ASE noise that is embedded within the pure ASE noise in the transmission channel.

B. Probability Distributions of Transmission Channel Signal

Fig. 8 illustrates various types of the ASE noise and their probability distributions. The top row shows the case where there is no stealth data modulated onto the ASE noise (selected by CFBG1), and the bottom row shows the case where there is stealth data modulated onto the ASE noise (selected by CFBG1). Suppose we deliver a single bit (either bit 0 or bit 1) over the steganographic channel. Since the pure ASE noise can be statistically described as a Gaussian distribution [49], the probability distribution of the data-carrying ASE noise is also a Gaussian distribution:

- The probability distribution of the pure ASE noise is \( p_n(I) = N(\mu_n, \sigma_n^2) \) with mean \( \mu_n \) and variance \( \sigma_n^2 \).
- The probability distribution of the data-carrying ASE noise is \( p_d(I) = N(\mu_d, \sigma_d^2) \) with mean \( \mu_d \) and variance \( \sigma_d^2 \).

The signal spreading (performed by CFBG2) does not change the total energy of a signal. Therefore, spreading the signal temporally will lead to a reduction in the signal power level, which is valid for both the spread pure ASE noise and spread data-carrying ASE noise (as shown in Fig. 8):

- The probability distribution of the spread pure ASE noise is \( p'_{n}(I) = N(\mu'_n, \sigma'_n^2) \) where \( \mu'_n \) and \( \sigma'_n^2 \) are the corresponding post-spreading mean and variance.
- The probability distribution of the spread data-carrying ASE noise is \( p'_{d}(I) = N(\mu'_d, \sigma'_d^2) \) where \( \mu'_d \) and \( \sigma'_d^2 \) are the corresponding post-spreading mean and variance.

In the transmission channel, the spread pure ASE noise and spread data-carrying ASE noise are embedded within the pure ASE noise in a way such that:

- The probability distribution of the pure ASE noise containing the spread pure ASE noise is \( p''_{n}(I) = N(\mu''_n, \sigma''_n^2) \) where \( \mu''_n = \mu'_n + \mu_n, \sigma''_n = \sigma'_n^2 + \sigma_n^2 \).
- The probability distribution of the pure ASE noise containing the spread data-carrying ASE noise is \( p''_{d}(I) = N(\mu''_d, \sigma''_d^2) \) where \( \mu''_d = \mu'_d + \mu_d, \sigma''_d = \sigma'_d^2 + \sigma_d^2 \).

For the sake of steganographic communication purpose, we tend to make the pure ASE noise (from the public channel) dominate in the transmission channel where its power \( \sigma_n^2 \) is much higher than that of either spread pure ASE noise \( \sigma''_n^2 \) or spread data-carrying ASE noise \( \sigma''_d^2 \). We achieve this in our implementation by keeping the stealth channel ASE noise bandwidth a small part of the overall ASE noise spectrum, i.e., 0.9 nm width centered around 1530 nm. In that case, the pure ASE noise outside of the stealth channel bandwidth carries approximately 93.6% of the total ASE noise power in the transmission channel (as mentioned in [50], the 10 nm ASE noise power around 1530 nm contributes 71% power of the entire ASE spectrum). We provide detailed definitions of the above probability distributions and their connections with the dispersion effect in Appendix D.

C. Stealth Signal Indistinguishability

We next define whether the eavesdropper succeeds in the hypothesis testing via statistical indistinguishability of two probability distributions [51]:

- Relative entropy (known as Kullback-Leibler divergence):

\[
D(p''_n(I) || p''_d(I)) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p''_n(I) \log \frac{p''_n(I)}{p''_d(I)} dI
\]

\[
= \log \left( \frac{\sigma''_n^2}{\sigma''_d^2} \right) + \frac{\sigma''_d^2 + (\mu''_d - \mu''_n)^2}{2\sigma''_n^2} - \frac{1}{2} \quad (1)
\]
The (half of 1/ε-intensity) bit width in (a) is 1 ns; the dispersion parameter in (b) is 4.1 ns/nm.

- Total variation distance ($L_1$ norm):
  \[
  V_T(p_n^d(I), p_n^0(I)) = \frac{1}{2} ||p_n^d(I) - p_n^0(I)||_1.
  \]
  \[
  = \frac{1}{2\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left| \frac{1}{\sigma_d^2} \exp \left[ -\frac{(I - \mu_d^0)^2}{2\sigma_d^2} \right] \right| \exp \left[ -\frac{(I - \mu_d^0)^2}{2\sigma_d^2} \right] dI.
  \]

- Logarithm of Radon-Nikodym (R-N) derivative:
  \[
  \ln \left| \frac{dp_n^d(I)}{dp_n^0(I)} \right| = \ln \left| \frac{p_n^d(I)}{p_n^0(I)} \right| = \ln \left[ \frac{\sigma_n^0}{\sigma_d^0} \exp \left[ -\frac{(I - \mu_n^0)^2}{2\sigma_n^0} + \frac{(I - \mu_d^0)^2}{2\sigma_d^0} \right] \right].
  \]

Formal information-theoretic models of steganography have adopted both the relative entropy [47], [52], and total variation distance [53], [54] to provide an average distinguishability for two probability distributions since Eq. (1) and (2) take every point on the probability distribution into considerations. We further embrace the logarithm of R-N derivative to characterize the distinguishability for two probability distributions from a differential privacy perspective [55], i.e., we may consider the worst privacy loss for the stealth signal by setting $I$ to such value that results in the maximum of Eq. (3). Note that our work directly quantifies the eavesdropper’s detectability of the steganographic communication as opposed to parallel works that quantified the stealth transmission capacity given eavesdropper’s certain detectability of the steganographic communication [53], [56].

The steganographic communication system is said to be ε-secure provided that some small ε satisfying [47]
\[
D(p_n^d(I) || p_n^0(I)) \leq \epsilon, V_T(p_n^d(I), p_n^0(I)) \leq \epsilon, \ln \left| \frac{dp_n^d(I)}{dp_n^0(I)} \right| \leq \epsilon.
\]
\[
\epsilon = 0 \ corresponds \ to \ the \ special \ case \ where \ the \ steganographic \ communication \ system \ is \ said \ to \ be \ 0-secure \ if
\]
\[
D(p_n^d(I) || p_n^0(I)) = 0, V_T(p_n^d(I), p_n^0(I)) = 0, \ln \left| \frac{dp_n^d(I)}{dp_n^0(I)} \right| = 0.
\]

In a 0-secure steganographic communication system, $p_n^d(I)$ and $p_n^0(I)$ share the same probability distribution so that the eavesdropper cannot distinguish whether there is a steganographic communication occurring in the transmission channel.

We present the graphical relationship of the relative entropy, total variation distance, and maximum of logarithm of R-N derivative versus the dispersion parameter and (half of 1/ε-intensity) bit width in Fig. 9. As we increase the dispersion parameter or decrease the bit width (which is equivalent to higher bit rate), all these three curves (representing stealth signal distinguishability) reduce to 0. Given the same dispersion parameter (or bit width), the maximum of logarithm of R-N derivative is larger than the relative entropy and total variation distance. Therefore, the steganographic communication system is ε-secure if setting
\[
\epsilon = \max_I \ln \left| \frac{\sigma_n^0}{\sigma_d^0} \exp \left[ -\frac{(I - \mu_n^0)^2}{2\sigma_n^0} + \frac{(I - \mu_d^0)^2}{2\sigma_d^0} \right] \right|,
\]
and approaches the 0-secure scenario if we are able to (a) apply a sufficiently large signal spreading to the data-carrying ASE noise, or (b) transmit the stealth data at a sufficiently high rate (see Appendix D for proof).

Our analytic results above show that given certain conditions, the unique combination of the ASE noise and the signal spreading performed by CFBG enables the pure ASE noise containing the spread data-carrying ASE noise to be indistinguishable from the pure ASE noise containing the spread pure ASE noise. We further extend our analysis to a multi-bit scenario in Appendix E to demonstrate the steganographic communication system is ε-secure on average against an eavesdropper who observes the probability distribution of more than a single bit.

D. Experimental Validation

Next, we will experimentally validate the stealth signal indistinguishability through machine learning techniques operating on real data collected from the experimental setup.

To emulate the eavesdropper who attempts to estimate the transmission channel signal probability distribution, we employ a Tektronix DSA8300 oscilloscope (containing a 20 GHz sampling unit) to sample the eavesdropped transmission channel signal. The “histogram” feature on the oscilloscope is used to estimate the sampled signal probability distribution. We collect 90 samples of the transmission channel signal containing the spread pure ASE noise (Fig. 10(a)) and 90 samples of the transmission channel signal containing the spread data-carrying ASE noise (Fig. 10(b)).

We build a machine learning classifier based on support vector machines (SVMs) to classify the estimated transmission channel...
signal probability distributions into one of two classes: transmission channel signal containing either the spread pure ASE noise or the spread data-carrying ASE noise. We divide samples of each class evenly to the training/testing set, and consider three partition ratios: 60/120, 90/90, 120/60 to balance the training set size effect. We choose both a linear kernel and a Gaussian kernel for the classifier. The features in this case are the 400 (bin) values of each probability distribution, which form a high dimensional feature space. We perform 10-fold cross-validation on the training set to select the parameters that minimize the training error before applying the classifier to the testing set.

We present the average testing error of our classifications in Table II, with the corresponding 95% confidence interval of each average testing error given as an indicator of how representative our results are:

- We first consider the classification results using the linear kernel. For the 60/120 partition ratio between the training and testing sets, the average testing error is 49.91% whose 95% confidence interval is [0.41, 0.59]. For the 90/90 partition ratio between the training and testing sets, the average testing error is 49.11% whose 95% confidence interval is [0.39, 0.59]. For the 120/60 partition ratio between the training and testing sets, the average testing error is 50.22% whose 95% confidence interval is [0.41, 0.59].

- We then consider the classification results using the Gaussian kernel. For the 60/120 partition ratio between the training and testing sets, the average testing error is 50.91% whose 95% confidence interval is [0.42, 0.60]. For the 90/90 partition ratio between the training and testing sets, the average testing error is 50.22% whose 95% confidence interval is [0.40, 0.61]. For the 120/60 partition ratio between the training and testing sets, the average testing error is 50.33% whose 95% confidence interval is [0.38, 0.63].

In general, the linear kernel performs slightly better than the Gaussian kernel (at such high dimensional feature space). The fact that the average testing errors are close to 50% suggests that based on the observation of the transmission channel signal, the chance for the eavesdropper to correctly identify the stealth signal hidden in the transmission channel is equivalent to a random guess even with a finite dispersion parameter and data rate (such as those used in the prototype implementation).

### VII. CONCLUSIONS

We propose and demonstrate a steganographic communication technology that adopts a novel combination of the innate optical channel noise and a unique signal spreading function to prevent a link-level eavesdropper from detecting the stealth data being transmitted. We experimentally implement a prototype steganographic communication system that overlays a stealth communication channel upon the existing communication infrastructures with zero cover-signal overhead. Based on our prototype implementation, we perform (a) the frequency and time domain characterizations to validate that our scheme achieves the desired steganographic communication purpose; (b) the first practical long-distance (25–50 km) steganographic communication between real computers at the application layer (200–300 Mbps local file transfer rate and 25–30 Mbps Internet data rate); (c) the bit-error-rate measurements to show small channel interference when operating the public and stealth channels simultaneously. Our quantitative security evaluations further demonstrate that our approach (1) forces the eavesdropper to recover the stealth signal with a success rate of $2^{-10}$ by random guessing, and (2) strictly limits the eavesdropper’s ability of detecting the stealth signal hidden in the transmission channel close to a random guess.

Our approach represents a new way of looking at communication security and privacy. In a conventional communication channel, an eavesdropper can see the data even without being able to compromise the encryption applied. In our scheme, it appears for the eavesdropper as if just noise in the transmission channel, which truly protects its users from giving away any of their information. Our technology can be applicable to many parts of today’s communication infrastructure, including networks accessed by businesses and homes, the Internet backbone, and the wireless back-haul connecting cellular systems. It can be potentially important for communicating any data of high value, benefiting individuals and organizations ranging from private health-care and banking systems to sensitive data centers and government agencies.

Many potential extensions of this work exist. For example, our steganographic communication scheme opens the possibility for future multi-channel steganographic communications that can support much higher stealth data throughput using different sections of the entire ASE spectrum. We also expect a feasible steganographic communication protocol based on which two communicating parties can securely negotiate their system parameters.

### APPENDIX A

**DATA MODULATION/DEMODULATION**

Given a modulating signal $m(t)$ and a carrier signal $c(t)$, the intensity modulator (IM) simply multiplies them together to output the modulated signal

$$f(t) = [1 + m(t)] \cdot c(t).$$

Ideally if there is no modulating signal or the modulating signal carries no power, i.e., $m(t) = 0$, the IM is transparent to the carrier signal $c(t)$.

When using a photo-detector (PD) to convert the optical signal to the electric signal:

$$P_{\text{optical}} = I_{\text{electric}}/R = AI_{\text{electric}},$$

$$P_{\text{electric}} = R_L L_{\text{electric}}^2 = B I_{\text{electric}}^2.$$
where \( R \) is the responsivity of the PD, \( R_L \) is the load resistance of the PD, \( P_{optical} \) is the optical signal power, \( P_{electric} \) is the electric signal power, and \( I_{electric} \) is the electric signal intensity. When it comes to receiving the data-carrying ASE noise, the electric signal will behave in such a way that

\[
I_{electric} = 2RS_{sp}\Delta f = C\Delta f
\]

(10)

where \( S_{sp} \) is the spectral density of the ASE noise, and \( \Delta f \) is the ASE noise bandwidth. Meanwhile, several types of electric noise will be induced, among which the following three dominate [57], [58]:

\[
\sigma_{thermal}^2 = 4k_B T f \Delta f / R_L = E, \quad (11)
\]

\[
\sigma_{beating}^2 = 4R^2 S_{sp} f \Delta f = F \Delta f, \quad (12)
\]

\[
\sigma_{shot}^2 = 4qR S_{sp} f \Delta f = G \Delta f = H I_{electric}, \quad (13)
\]

where \( k_B \) is Boltzmann constant, \( T \) is the room temperature, \( f \) is amplification ratio of the electric amplifier in PD, \( \Delta f \) is the electric bandwidth of the PD, and \( q \) is the electron charge. The thermal noise \( \sigma_{thermal} \) accounts for the random thermal activities within a PD, the beating noise \( \sigma_{beating} \) originates from the interference of two signals at slightly different frequencies within the ASE noise bandwidth, and the shot noise \( \sigma_{shot} \) results from the random generation of electrons within a PD whose strength is proportional to the electric signal intensity \( I_{electric} \). These three types of electric noise generated at the PD ought not to be confused with the optical ASE noise existing in fiber-optic cables.

**APPENDIX B**

**DISPERSION EFFECT/CHIRPED FIBER BRAgg GRATING**

The signal transmitted in optical communications typically consists of multiple frequency components (within the signal bandwidth). In an optical media, the transmission speed of each frequency component inherently differs from each other and leads to a temporal spreading of the signal after transmitting over a certain fiber distance. This phenomenon is called dispersion effect, which can be characterized by the dispersion parameter \( D \) (in the unit of ns/nm). From the perspective of a reliable signal transmission, the dispersion effect should be minimized and needs to be compensated before data demodulation. However, the dispersion effect can also be used to obscure the intensity modulated signals by lowering the signal power level close to or even below the noise floor, which serves as an enabler for the steganographic communication.

Instead of using the natural dispersion effect resulting from transmitting signals over a long-distance fiber, we intentionally introduce a stronger dispersion effect to the data-carrying ASE noise using a device called chirped fiber Bragg grating (CFBG) [59]. The CFBG inputs the optical signal on one side, reflects back the signal over a selected bandwidth (called the CFBG bandwidth), and outputs the signal not within the selected bandwidth on the other side. Such a bandwidth selection function is useful for spreading the reflected signal because the CFBG reflects different frequency components within its bandwidth at different times, which is equivalent to introducing a huge amount of time delay among frequency components. Being only 20 cm in length, the CFBG can achieve the same dispersion effect as an optical fiber hundreds of kilometers long [60]. Placing two CFBGs with the same bandwidth and dispersion parameter in the opposite orientations makes a perfect pair of signal stretcher and compressor.

Mathematically speaking, the dispersion effect is illustrated in the signal temporally spread by a broadening factor (BF) [61]:

\[
BF = \sqrt{1 + 2 \left( D \Delta \nu / \tau \right)^2} \quad (14)
\]

where \( D \) (in the unit of ns/nm) is the dispersion parameter of CFBG, \( \Delta \nu \) (in the unit of nm) is the ASE noise bandwidth used to carry the stealth data, and \( \tau \) (in the unit of ns) is half of 1/e-intensity bit width before signal spreading. While all these three parameters contribute to the dispersion effect, we tend to keep \( \Delta \nu \), a small part of the overall transmission channel ASE noise bandwidth in this work, and \( \tau \) is subject to the electrical I/O speed of user’s network interface card.

Note that the total signal energy remains the same even after being temporally spread. Hence, we have the product

\[
P_{electric} \times (BF \cdot \tau) = \text{constant}. \quad (15)
\]

Combining Eq. (9), (14), (15), we have

\[
I_{spread} = I_{initial}/\sqrt{BF} \quad (16)
\]

that relates the electric signal intensity after signal spreading \( I_{spread} \) to that before signal spreading \( I_{initial} \) as a function of \( BF \).

**APPENDIX C**

**STEALTH SIGNAL RECOVERY EFFECTIVENESS**

\( SNR_{target} \) is the stealth signal SNR achieved by the legitimate receiver in recovering the stealth signal after successfully matching \( \nu_{CFBG} \) and \( D_{CFBG} \). The signal and noise terms can both be written following Eq. (9), (10), (11), (12), (13) with the only modification that \( \Delta \nu \) is replaced with \( \nu_{CFBG} \):

\[
SNR_{target} = \frac{BC^2 \nu_{CFBG}^2}{E + (F + G)\nu_{CFBG}}. \quad (17)
\]

\( SNR_{recovered} \) is the recovered signal SNR achieved by the eavesdropper, i.e., \( \nu_{CFBG} \) and \( D_{CFBG} \) are to be matched by \( \nu_{eav} \) and \( D_{eav} \). The noise term can be directly modified as

\[
P_{noise} = E + (F + G)\nu_{eav} \quad (18)
\]

while the signal term requires more thoughts. First, \( \nu_{eav} \) can be either larger or smaller than \( \nu_{CFBG} \). Second, only the part of \( \nu_{eav} \) that falls within \( \nu_{CFBG} \) contributes to the signal. Therefore, we define a new bandwidth parameter, \( \nu_{Overlap} \), to represent the overlapping bandwidth between \( \nu_{eav} \) and \( \nu_{CFBG} \). We may now express the signal term as

\[
P_{signal} = BC^2 \nu_{Overlap}^2. \quad (19)
\]

\[
0 < \nu_{Overlap} \leq \min\{\nu_{eav}, \nu_{CFBG}\}. \quad (20)
\]
Putting together Eq. (18), (19), we have

\[ SNR_{recovered} = \frac{BC^2 \Delta \nu_{\text{Overlap}}^2}{E + (F + \gamma) \Delta \nu_{	ext{eav}}} \] (21)

We also need to consider matching \( D_{\text{CFBG}} \) with \( D_{\text{eav}} \). Based on Eq. (10) and (16), we introduce dispersion recovery ratio (DRR) that corresponds to one of the following under-compensating, over-compensating, and extra-spreading cases:

\[ DRR = \frac{\sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{D_{\text{eav}} \Delta \lambda_{\text{Overlap}}/\tau}{1 + \left( D_{\text{CFBG}} \Delta \lambda_{\text{CFBG}}/\tau \right)^2} \right)^2} } {\sqrt{1 + \left( D_{\text{CFBG}} \Delta \lambda_{\text{CFBG}}/\tau \right)^2} } \] (22)

when \( D_{\text{eav}} < D_{\text{CFBG}} \):

\[ DRR = \frac{\sqrt{1 + \left( (2D_{\text{CFBG}} - D_{\text{eav}}) \Delta \lambda_{\text{Overlap}}/\tau \right)^2} } {\sqrt{1 + \left( D_{\text{CFBG}} \Delta \lambda_{\text{CFBG}}/\tau \right)^2} } \] (23)

when \( D_{\text{CFBG}} < D_{\text{eav}} < 2D_{\text{CFBG}} \):

\[ DRR = \frac{1} {\sqrt{1 + \left( -D_{\text{CFBG}} + D_{\text{eav}} \right) \Delta \lambda_{\text{Overlap}}/\tau})^2} } \] (24)

when \( D_{\text{eav}} > 2D_{\text{CFBG}} \). In the above equations, \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{Overlap}} \) is the overlapping spectral width (in the unit of nm), \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{CFBG}} \) is the target CFBG spectral width (in the unit of nm).

Therefore, we may eventually write down the stealth signal recovery effectiveness as

\[ SNR_{recovered} \delta SNR_{target} = \frac{\Delta \nu_{\text{Overlap}}^2 /(C_1 + C_2 \Delta \nu_{\text{eav}})}{\Delta \nu_{\text{CFBG}}^2 /(C_1 + C_2 \Delta \nu_{\text{CFBG}})} \times DRR \] (25)

where \( C_1 = E \) and \( C_2 = F + G \). The above result is valid for the case where there is stealth data being transmitted. When there is no stealth data, the stealth signal power is equal to zero, leading to \( SNR_{target} = 0 \) and \( SNR_{recovered} = 0 \) no matter what \( \Delta \nu_{\text{eav}} \) and \( D_{\text{eav}} \) are selected by the eavesdropper.

APPENDIX D

STEALTH SIGNAL PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

The pure ASE noise can be statistically described as a Gaussian distribution \( p_n(I) \) with mean \( \mu_n \) and variance \( \sigma_n^2 \) [49]:

\[ p_n(I) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi \sigma_n^2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{(I - \mu_n)^2}{2\sigma_n^2} \right] \] (26)

As the stealth data (either bit 0 or bit 1) is modulated onto the ASE noise (selected by CFBG1), the probability distribution of the data-carrying ASE is also a Gaussian distribution \( p_d(I) \) with mean \( \mu_d \) and variance \( \sigma_d^2 \):

\[ p_d(I) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi \sigma_d^2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{(I - \mu_d)^2}{2\sigma_d^2} \right] \] (27)

It is worth mentioning that (a) \( \mu_n \) is the noise floor of the pure ASE noise while \( \mu_d \) depends on the modulating signal power; (b) \( \sigma_n^2 \) and \( \sigma_d^2 \) are differ by the shot noise \( \sigma_{\text{shot}}^2 \) that is proportional to the optical power of the received signal (recall Eq. (8), (13)):

\[ \sigma^2 = \sigma_{\text{thermal}}^2 + \sigma_{\text{beating}}^2 + \sigma_{\text{shot}}^2 \] (28)

The signal spreading (performed by CFBG2) will lead to a reduction in the signal power level. This is valid for both the spread pure ASE noise and spread data-carrying ASE noise whose probability distributions should be modified accordingly using Eq. (11), (12), (13), (16), (28). The probability distribution of the spread pure ASE noise is

\[ p_n(I) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi \sigma_n^2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{(I - \mu_n')^2}{2\sigma_n'^2} \right] \] (29)

where \( \mu_n' \) and \( \sigma_n'^2 \) are the corresponding post-spreading mean and variance:

\[ \mu_n' = \mu_n / \sqrt{BF}, \]
\[ \sigma_n'^2 = E + F\Delta \nu + H\mu_n. \] (30)

The probability distribution of the spread data-carrying ASE noise is

\[ p_d(I) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi \sigma_d^2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{(I - \mu_d')^2}{2\sigma_d'^2} \right] \] (32)

where \( \mu_d \) and \( \sigma_d^2 \) are the corresponding post-spreading mean and variance:

\[ \mu_d' = \mu_d / \sqrt{BF}, \]
\[ \sigma_d'^2 = E + F\Delta \nu + H\mu_d. \] (33)

We may then write the probability distribution of the pure ASE noise containing the spread pure ASE noise as

\[ p_n(I) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi \sigma_n^2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{(I - \mu_n'^2)^2}{2\sigma_n'^2} \right] \] (35)

where \( \mu_n' = \mu_n + \mu_d' \) and \( \sigma_n'^2 = \sigma_n^2 + \sigma_d'^2 \) are the corresponding mean and variance. Similarly, the probability distribution of the pure ASE noise containing the spread data-carrying ASE noise is

\[ p_d(I) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi \sigma_d^2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{(I - \mu_d'^2)^2}{2\sigma_d'^2} \right] \] (36)

where \( \mu_d' = \mu_n + \mu_d' \) and \( \sigma_d'^2 = \sigma_n^2 + \sigma_d'^2 \) are the corresponding mean and variance.

One straightforward conclusion from the above equations is as \( D \to \infty \) (or \( \tau \to 0 \)), \( BF \to \infty \), and \( \mu_d' \to \mu_d' \), \( \sigma_d'^2 \to \sigma_d'^2 \), and eventually \( \mu_n' \to \mu_n' \), \( \sigma_n'^2 \to \sigma_n'^2 \). In consequence, \( p_n(I) \) moves closer to \( p_n'(I) \) with a sufficiently large signal spreading or a sufficiently high data rate.

APPENDIX E

MULTI-BIT STEALTH SIGNAL INDISTINGUISHABILITY

Our theoretical analysis in section VI quantifies the stealth signal indistinguishability of transmitting a single bit over the transmission channel. We now extend our analysis to a multi-bit scenario where the eavesdropper may observe the probability distribution of \( n \) bits. We may further approximate the continuous information embedding process as a (stochastic)
Gaussian process such that for any choice of distinct values of \(\{t_1, \ldots, t_n \in T\}\) where \(T\) is the observation period, the corresponding signal observation of \(I = \{I_{t_1}, \ldots, I_{t_n}\}\) has a multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean vector \(\mu\) and covariance matrix \(\Sigma\):

\[
p(I) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{n/2} \det(\Sigma)^{1/2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} (I - \mu)^T \Sigma^{-1} (I - \mu) \right].
\]  

(37)

Different sequence of bit 0 s and 1 s observed will lead to different mean vector \(\mu\) and covariance matrix \(\Sigma\). Ideally, the bit 0 of the stealth data carries no power, which is equivalent to the case where there is no stealth data for modulation. Hence, the bit 0 carried by the ASE noise is identical to the pure ASE noise at the same bandwidth. Consider the best case for the eavesdropper where a sequence of all 0 s (or equivalently transmitting no stealth data) and a sequence of all 1 s are observed, which is supposed to result in the largest stealth signal distinguishability. We denote \(p^n_{\mu_0}\) for the multivariate probability distribution of the transmission channel signal containing a sequence of all spread 0 s, and \(p^n_{\mu_1}\) for the multivariate probability distribution of the transmission channel signal containing a sequence of all spread 1 s. Their corresponding mean vectors and covariance matrices are \(\mu_0^n, \Sigma_0^n\) and \(\mu_1^n, \Sigma_1^n\), respectively. Assuming independently observed quantities of the transmission channel signal, covariance matrices \(\Sigma_0^n\) and \(\Sigma_1^n\) are diagonal.

We adopt the same definition in [47], and extend it so that the steganographic communication system is said to be \(\epsilon\)-secure on average if there exists some small \(\epsilon\) satisfying

\[
l\lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{n} \log \left( \frac{D(p^n_{\mu_0} || p^n_{\mu_1})}{D(p^n_{\mu_1} || p^n_{\mu_0})} \right) = \epsilon,
\]

(38)

\[
l\lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{n} V_T(p^n_{\mu_0}, p^n_{\mu_1}) \leq \epsilon,
\]

(39)

\[
l\lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{n} \left( \log \left( \frac{dp^n_{\mu_0}}{dp^n_{\mu_1}} \right) \right) \leq \epsilon.
\]

(40)

Considering that the relative entropy follows the chain rule

\[
D(p^n_{\mu_0} || p^n_{\mu_1}) = nD(p_0 || p_1)\quad \text{and the total variation distance uses } L_1 \text{ norm, Eq. (38), (39) will hold as long as their corresponding one-bit scenario holds. As for the R-N derivative between } p^n_{\mu_0} \text{ and } p^n_{\mu_1}:
\]

\[
\frac{dp^n_{\mu_1}}{dp^n_{\mu_0}} = \frac{\det(\Sigma_0^n)^{-1/2}}{\det(\Sigma_1^n)^{-1/2}} \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} (I - \mu_0^n)^T (\Sigma_0^n)^{-1} (I - \mu_0^n) \right] \\
+ \frac{1}{2} (I - \mu_0^n)^T \Sigma_0^n (I - \mu_0^n) \\
= \left( \frac{\sigma_0^n}{\sigma_1^n} \right)^n \exp \left[ -\frac{n^2 (I - \mu_0^n)^2}{2n(\sigma_0^n)^2} + \frac{n^2 (I - \mu_1^n)^2}{2n(\sigma_1^n)^2} \right].
\]

(41)

Therefore, we can still set

\[
\epsilon = \max_l \left( \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{n} \log \left( \frac{dp^n_{\mu_0}}{dp^n_{\mu_1}} \right) \right) = \max_l \left( \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{\sigma_0^n}{\sigma_1^n} \exp \left[ -\frac{(I - \mu_0^n)^2}{2\sigma_0^2} + \frac{(I - \mu_1^n)^2}{2\sigma_1^2} \right] \right).
\]

(42)

which is the same upper bound as Eq. (6). The steganographic communication system also approaches 0-secure on average if applying a sufficiently large signal spreading or transmitting the stealth data at a sufficiently high rate.
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